Introduction
============

Hypertension, obesity and diabetes (HOD) are three well-known components of metabolic syndromes, which are associated with numerous degenerative complex diseases. The study of HOD diseases has become increasingly difficult because of the diverse factors in disease progression, such as gene variation, chromosomal defects, genetic variations, environmental factors and family history. In most cases, development of these diseases is modulated by the variations of multiple genes and their interactions with environmental factors ([@bas061-B1]). Therefore, it is challenging to elucidate the pathogenic mechanisms of HOD.

In the past, many small-scale studies have been carried out to find HOD-related genetic variants; however, recent trend is to systematically analyze the collaborative action of multiple genetic variants to understand the pathogenic mechanisms of HOD. Researchers have been using various high-throughput experimental platforms such as microarrays ([@bas061-B2]) in transcriptomics and co-immunoprecipitation purification and mass spectrometry in proteomics to screen all possible candidate genes ([@bas061-B3]), generating large amounts of data. To study HOD genetics systematically, it is necessary to integrate the findings of both small-scale studies and high-throughput research. However, there are only a few databases and review papers that compile HOD-related genes from literature.

In the field of diabetes, T1Dbase ([@bas061-B4]) integrates valuable information on candidate genes from several databases for Type 1 diabetes, while T2D-Db ([@bas061-B5]) compiles from PubMed human, mouse and rat genes involved in the pathogenesis of Type 2 diabetes. For obesity genetics, the review paper 'The Human Obesity Gene Map: The 2005 Update' ([@bas061-B6]) lists candidate genes and/or potential loci up until the end of 2005. For hypertension genes, the genetic association database (GAD) ([@bas061-B7]) lists hundreds of hypertension candidate genes along with genes for several other diseases. All the above mentioned resources were compiled manually. However, due to limited human resources, manually curated databases cannot always be kept up-to-date. In recent years, various groups have proposed using automated text-mining approaches to reduce human effort in constructing and updating such databases ([@bas061-B8]). SNPs3D ([@bas061-B11]) and PubMeth ([@bas061-B8]) are two databases that are constructed using text-mining approaches coupled with manual review and annotation steps. SNPs3D compiles candidate genes and single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) sites related to cancers, neurodegenerative diseases and metabolic syndromes. PubMeth contains information on DNA methylation for several cancers. These two databases extract gene names that have a high co-occurrence with the target diseases. However, the co-occurrence-based approaches usually tend to yield a huge number of false-positive relations because of the lack of syntactic and semantic analysis.

Our database, Text-mined Hypertension, Obesity and Diabetes candidate gene database (T-HOD), employed the state-of-art text-mining technologies, including a gene identification (GI) system ([@bas061-B13], [@bas061-B14]), a disease term recognition system and the disease-gene relation extraction system---HypertenGene ([@bas061-B15]). Because gene names vary a great deal, different genes may contain the same name. Moreover, gene names may be ambiguous and easily confused with terms employed in other research fields. The employed GI system was designed to alleviate the above problems, which was used to recognize gene terms and link them to their corresponding Entrez Gene IDs using a collective entity linking approach ([@bas061-B16]). For extracting hypertension-related genes, we formulated the task as a binary classification problem in HypertenGene: for each recognized disease--gene pair from sentences in an abstract, determine whether it is a key relation. HypertenGene applies a maximum entropy model with a set of features, such as *n*-gram, chunk, parse tree and template features. We then rank all extracted genes according to their probability as calculated by the model. We extended and optimized the above systems to extract HOD genes in our T-HOD.

Database content and analyses
=============================

[Figure 1](#bas061-F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the number of newly discovered hypertension candidate genes by year, which was generated by our T-HOD statistics viewer. Charts for obesity and diabetes can also be viewed by the same viewer. The steeply climbing curves observed in [Figure 1](#bas061-F1){ref-type="fig"} are due to steadily increased number of hypertension-related genetic studies over the past 40 years. Figure 1Statistics of the extracted hypertension candidate genes. The blue bars indicate the number of genes extracted each year, while the yellow bars specify the number of novel genes discovered each year.

We list the numbers of candidate genes contained in our database and GAD in [Table 1](#bas061-T1){ref-type="table"}. This version of T-HOD was constructed from abstracts recorded in PubMed from 1970 to 2011. Currently, there are 837, 835 and 821 candidate genes and 282, 317 and 258 rs numbers recorded in T-HOD for hypertension, obesity and diabetes, respectively. The rs number means it is officially registered and given a reference SNP identifier by dbSNP. This result reveals that T-HOD contains more candidate genes and SNP sites than other related databases or papers. One of the reasons is that T-HOD has included the most recently published candidate genes. According to the statistics shown in [Figure 1](#bas061-F1){ref-type="fig"}, new HOD-related genes are constantly being discovered, and therefore, a continuously updated database is crucial. The other is that our relation extraction method does not rely on frequency of gene disease co-occurrences, which could improve the chance of finding promising but infrequent candidate genes supported by few papers. Table 1Comparison of candidate genes in T-HOD with GADTrue positiveFalse positiveFalse negativePrecisionRecall*F*-scoreNumber of documentsHypertension16542490.7970.7710.784150Obesity10535290.750.7840.766115Type 1 diabetes6024270.7140.690.70273Type 2 diabetes12735370.7840.7740.779140Overall4571361420.7710.7630.767608

T-HOD interface and implementation
==================================

[Figure 2](#bas061-F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the interface of T-HOD, which can be divided into four regions. We will elucidate the function of each region in the following section. Figure 2User interface of the T-HOD. The user interface is divided into four regions for precise introduction.

Region 1: control bar
---------------------

Region 1 at the top of the frame contains a pull-down display menu. By clicking on the menu, users can select the disease of interest (Hypertension, Obesity or Type 1/2 diabetes). Users can also decide whether to show specific gene information or use our advanced search function in this region.

Region 2: candidate gene list
-----------------------------

After disease selection, Region 2 shows a list of curated candidate genes. Along each candidate gene, the list also displays the number of papers containing evidence sentences and the number of SNPs and number of protein--protein interactions (PPIs) in separate columns. The list can be sorted by clicking on the column header, and it is accessible by hitting the 'Download' button at the bottom.

Region 3: viewers
-----------------

Region 3 provides several viewers, including sentences viewer, network viewer, advanced search option tabs and statistic viewer. Users can switch between different viewers by clicking on the upper tags in this region.

*Sentences viewer.* The viewer provides curated evidence sentences for each selected candidate gene. If the candidate genes possess corresponding SNP information, the SNP evidence sentence would also be shown below the candidate gene evidence sentences. For each evidence sentence, the sentences viewer shows the source article's PMID and year of publication with highlighted gene and disease terms. Display of the system can be adjusted by changing the font size of the texts. In respect of valuable feedbacks after participating the BioCreative 2012 workshop ([@bas061-B17]), we constructed a user-friendly interface for users to express their thoughts. In addition, for those who are interested in our database and plan to adopt its use in other studies, the information of T-HOD is attainable by hitting the 'Download' button below the gene list and supporting sentences, allowing them to acquire the disease-related genes and their supporting proof.

*Networkviewer*. [Figure 3](#bas061-F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the network viewer that presents a graphic-based gene--gene network for a selected candidate gene. For each selected candidate gene, the viewer integrates the corresponding PPI information recorded in the Human Protein Reference Database (<http://www.hprd.org/>) to illustrate the gene--gene network. The viewer allows users to discover the relations among extracted candidate genes. The blue node at the top of the window represents the gene that the user chose in Region 2. To cross examine the candidate genes, the user can double click on the nodes of other candidate genes shown in the same network. Accordingly, the network viewer will redraw the network graph based on the selected gene so that the user can navigate the database more smoothly. Figure 3The network viewer of the T-HOD.

*Advancedsearch*. The tab provides advanced search options that allow users to narrow down and specify the desired search results by the following items: publication date, Entrez Gene ID, gene name and PubMed ID.

*Statistic viewer*. The number of candidate genes and candidate SNP sites contained in T-HOD are summarized in the viewer. The statistic viewer also plots the number of candidate genes and the number of new candidate genes each year in bar charts as shown in [Figure 1](#bas061-F1){ref-type="fig"}.

Region 4: gene and SNP information
----------------------------------

For each selected candidate gene, the information integrated from different resources is shown in Region 4. In this region, we integrate the following information from Entrez Gene and SNP databases: the gene's official symbol, Entrez Gene ID, full name, synonyms and function summary. Users can also link to the corresponding database for further information.

Text-mining-based database curation
===================================

[Figure 4](#bas061-F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the flowchart for constructing the T-HOD. It comprises three stages: (i) dataset collection and pre-processing, (ii) candidate genes extraction and (iii) manual verification. We collected abstracts on HOD from PubMed and used text-mining techniques to extract HOD candidate genes and SNPs from them. The T-HOD curators verify the extracted list and curate the knowledge into the T-HOD. In the following subsections, we will describe each stage in detail. Figure 4The flowchart of T-HOD construction.

Stage 1: dataset collection and pre-processing
----------------------------------------------

In this stage, we collect HOD-related abstracts from PubMed and filter out those that are non-genetic by using a genetic research filter. The filter uses a list of keywords that are frequently used in abstracts of genetic research, such as 'polymorphism', 'alleles', 'variant' and regular expressions as shown in [Table 2](#bas061-T2){ref-type="table"} to determine whether the abstract is genetically related. The full list of keywords used by our genetic research filter is given in the [supplementary materials](http://database.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/database/bas061/-/DC1) available in the T-HOD website. The filtered dataset is then pre-processed by several natural language processing components. For example, a sentence splitter from LingPipe ([@bas061-B18]) is used to split sentences in a genetic-related abstract. Each sentence is then processed by the GENIA tagger ([@bas061-B19]) to generate part-of-speech information. The information will be used by the following stages for recognizing entities and extracting disease--gene pairs. Table 2Regular expressions used for filtering genetic research articles[^a^](#bas061-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}Regular expressionExample\\d+\\s?\[A-Z\]/\[A-Z\]3123 C/A, 3123C/A\\d+\[A-Z\]123C, 825T\[A-Z\]\\s?\\d+C 123, T 825\[A-Z\]\\d+\[A-Z\]C825T\\d+\\s?\[A-Z\](-{0,2}\>\|to)\\s?\[A-Z\]866C--\>T, 825 C to T, 926G\>C*Amino acid*--\>*Amino acid*\\d+Gly--\>Arg483\[A-Z\] to \[A-Z\]\\s?\\d+C to T 825\\d+\\s?(\[A-Z\]\>\[A-Z\])969(G\>C), 969 (G\>C)*Amino acid*(\\d+)*Amino acid*Ile(655)ValSNP\|rs\\d{2,}rs7805828, SNP(-?\\d\*)del\[A-Z\]−36delG, delT\[ATCG\]\\.\\d+\[ATCG\]\>\[ATCG\]C.553G\>T[^2]

Stage 2: candidate genes extraction
-----------------------------------

In Stage 2, we extract HOD-related candidate genes from the pre-processed dataset through the following steps. First, a disease named entity recognition system is employed to recognize disease terms in a sentence. Second, the GI system is used to recognize and link mentioned genes to their corresponding Entrez Gene IDs. Based on the results of the previous steps, if a disease term and a gene are present in the same sentence, they are extracted as a disease--gene (D-G) candidate pair. Finally, the D-G extraction system determines whether a relation indeed exists within this D-G pair.

Stage 3: manual curation
------------------------

Although the employed text-mining components have shown satisfactory scores (compare with [Table 1](#bas061-T1){ref-type="table"}), the text-mined candidate genes are examined by all T-HOD curators in Stage 3 to further ensure the quality of the curated content. In this stage, newly extracted candidate genes and their corresponding evidence sentences and abstracts are presented to the T-HOD curators. T-HOD curators review each extracted candidate gene and remove the incorrect results. Currently, the curation process has only been done on abstracts before 2011. Because all annotated error cases are recorded to our SQL database, we can also use such data to enhance our text-mining components in the future.

Results and discussion
======================

Evaluation of a candidate gene database is difficult. Different standards and perspectives can produce different results. In our previous work ([@bas061-B15]), the employed D-G extraction system has shown satisfactory area under the curve scores of 81.4 and 83% for hypertension and diabetes, respectively. In this study, we compared the performance of T-HOD with the contents of GAD. The bench marking results are shown in [Table 1](#bas061-T1){ref-type="table"}.

Disease-related literatures that exist in both databases were chosen for evaluation. Performance for the identification of gene--disease relations in hypertension, obesity and Type 2 diabetes documents all achieved a score around 75%. In contrast, relations of Type 1 diabetes only obtained a score around 70%.

There are several possible reasons that may result in the difference between T-HOD and GAD results. In order for curating a gene--disease relation into our T-HOD, the identity of both the candidate gene and disease terms must be normalized. In the current implementation, identities of gene terms are identified by using a collective entity disambiguation method, whereas disease terms are recognized through a list of vocabularies. Error in the identification of genes and the imperfect list of disease terms utilized may lead to the loss of relations that are present within documents. In addition, the difficulty of extract D-G relation will increase when one or both the disease and gene are expressed with an anaphoric expression. Furthermore, T-HOD only recognizes D-G relations within the same sentence. Currently, cross-sentence relations are not available, but it is a topic worth studying in the future. Finally, determining negations within a sentence is also an important issue. The current T-HOD system can only deal with negation descriptions in basic phrase structures, which may be insufficient in distinguishing more complex negation narratives.

T-HOD in the BioCreative 2012 interactive text-mining task
==========================================================

In addition to the aforementioned discussion, T-HOD was evaluated by the four voluntary curators from Pfizer, MGI Phenotype, GAD and Reactome in the BioCreative 2012 interactive text-mining task (IT) ([@bas061-B17]). For the user evaluation task of the IT task, we propose the following task for biocurators.

Proposed task for biocuration: HOD curation task
------------------------------------------------

When given a set of abstracts (compiled from those published in 2011) related to a specific disease, a biocurator should: Identify whether the abstracts contain disease-related gene information (curatable abstracts).As for curatable abstracts, extract the following information: PMID of the abstract, gene terms and its corresponding gene ID from Entrez Gene, disease terms, relation assertion (positive or negative) and the evidence sentence containing the D-G pair.

[Figure 5](#bas061-F5){ref-type="fig"} shows the formal task descriptions ([@bas061-B20]). Based on the configuration of the IT task, the dataset for this evaluation consisted of 50 abstracts from 2011 that were randomly selected based on a PubMed search that included the disease name and the keywords 'associated' and 'gene'. Curators were each assigned to curate 25 abstracts manually and 25 using the text-mining tools. In addition, curators validated the literature with the system using a gene-centric approach. The information captured included gene name, Entrez gene ID, disease, relation and evidence sentence. Note that because the abstract set used for the HOD curation task is publications from 2011, it is not yet verified by our T-HOD curators. The biocurator then compares their manually curated results with the text-mined results processed by T-HOD. For the convenience of biocurators in analyzing the results, we developed an interface that directly provides the information of T-HOD in the desired output format with additional PubMed and Entrez Gene links. These results are also available for download. Furthermore, this interface is able of notifying the curators when an abstract is not found in our database or it does not contain any relations of interest. An example of the interface output is shown in [Figure 6](#bas061-F6){ref-type="fig"}, which is available at <http://bws.iis.sinica.edu.tw:8080/THOD/request_sentence_list>. Figure 5Illustration of the proposed task for biocurators. Figure 6The interface for biocurators.

The results of the IT evaluation are shown in [Table 3](#bas061-T3){ref-type="table"}. Two evaluation results (gene or article centric) are reported. Both are based on the standard precision/recall/F-measure evaluation scheme. The 'Gene Centric' scheme compares the linked candidate gene identities with the annotations of curators to calculate the true/false positive/negative counts. In the 'Article Centric' scheme, only the case that the identities annotated by biocurators for an article were all identified by our T-HOD is considered as a true positive. The 'Article Centric' scheme is stricter than 'Gene Centric'. Based on the official subjective measure ([@bas061-B17]), one curator satisfies with the usability of the current T-HOD implementation (score: 6.2/7) and feels that T-HOD could help him to complete the curation task (score: 6/7). (Subjective measure was conducted by the BioCreative 2012 IT organizers by using user survey. In the survey, the ranking corresponded to 1 indicating less positive/agreeable and the value is up to 7.) In general, the current T-HOD user interface for database curators is easy to use (the average score: 5.2/7) and could highlight and simplify the curation step (4.5/7). But the overall score (4.1/7) of our database could be improved by enhancing the following responses from these curators. One suggestion was that the database should be navigated through different approaches, instead of solely from the disease point of view. We have modified our advanced search options and look to integrate them into one function that is similar to search engine bars, which can accept all kinds of query terms. Other suggestions are mostly related to the layout of our interface (e.g. display window does not auto-adjust into the proper size of the browser; users are unable to return to their last step of action). These problems are due to the limit of the primary programs and structure of our database. To solve these problems, we are now working on an updated version of the database that contains new information, more user-friendly interface and reorganized programs. Currently, this version is under construction. Table 3BioCreative interactive text-mining task evaluation resultsPrecisionRecall*F*-scoreGene centric0.7950.70.745Article centric0.7210.5430.620

Conclusion
==========

T-HOD is regularly updated by our text-mining systems and verified by domain experts. In addition, T-HOD not only extracts candidate gene names but also looks up their Entrez Gene IDs and rs numbers for integrating information of candidate gene properly. In summary, the literature-based candidate gene database consists of HOD-related candidate genes and includes the following features: (i) up-to-date candidate genes and SNPs information; (ii) a context sentence for each extracted gene; (iii) visualization of candidate genes' interaction; (iv) annual statistics for the number of HOD candidate genes and (v) a feedback interface that allows T-HOD curators to comment on our extracted sentences. We hope these features will help users to find and study candidate HOD-related genes systemically. Similar techniques will also be adopted to search for candidate genes for other diseases in the future.
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